T he sleek green 22-foot canoe, handcrafted for him according to his specifications, was ready. All he had to do was mount it on a trailer, drive it horne, and then wait for the next right moment to set it out on the river with his friends, salmon fishermen all. The canoe, on its trailer in a garage, now waits for him while many right moments on the salmon river have passed by over these several months and the canoe has never touched water.
He had hardly made it back horne with his new canoe when his family and friends, and he himself, noticed that he was now walking only with the greatest of difficulty and he was losing control of his arms and hands. A stroke, it was thought at first. It must be a stroke. Shortly it became clear to all, however, that the neurological damage was due to a cancer that had silently metastasized to so many parts of his body. The lines of the poetess, Anna Akhmatova, could have been written precisely for him, the lines speaking of the unexpected:
How short the road has suddenly become The end of which seemed out of Sight before! (2) Trusting Time He trusted time, the man with the green canoe, trusted time to wait, as we all tend to do, for his and for our plans to run their course; for dreams to wake up from our sleep and stand before us achieved, certain and durable in their morning glory, with time still aplenty for us to move on to other things, to new works and new songs. We just do not hear the grass growing in the woods beneath our feet nor do we feel the closeness of secret circles slowly or, as in his case, rapidly growing small around us (3).
We trust time to be our servant, to wait upon us and to wait for us. When time, our own time, reveals its frightening independence, when our Time allows so few such morning songs, songs in which the Volynianochkas dance and swirl in the sun and the young men of Fern Hill are huntsmen, honoured among foxes and pheasants, and herdsmen with calves singing to • their horn (5). Time allows so few such morning songs, the songs of day breaking and we waking to a newness never seen before. And we? Well do we not think, or act as though we think, that these morning songs will return over and over again, quite forever unending, as we, born in the sun over and over again will, like the beautiful and innocent Volynianochka, never age, never see our eyebrows tum to white?
Following Time
The young prince of Fern Hill, the dancing Volynianochka-time for them was for awhile a Now, not a yesterday past, nor a tomorrow to come, but a seemingly lasting Now, a sheltered Now protected against movement, change, loss, and endings. The prince of Fern Hill, though, came to see children and the young, so green and golden, following time out of sheltered Nows and out of grace; out of the graces of youth, strength, beauty, and daring mastery over everything they put in place or that came their way.
How can we possibly trust time and follow it out of grace when its beckonings are such untimely shatterings of our own schedules for our plans and for our lives? That is the question I face when I see the man with the green canoe before me, a man whom I have known these many years. He is not like the young man of Fern Hill or the young Volynianochka living innocently sheltered in a sunlit euphoric Now, unsuspecting that time gives so few morning songs. This man has long ago grown beyond the innocent and golden illusions of early youth. He has adapted rapidly to utterly untimely and massive losses, losses neither he nor his family and friends ever expected him to suffer, so sol-idly grounded he seemed to be in the vigour of his manhood.
So how can he, and we all who know and love this man, how can we possibly trust time and follow its beckonings when time has already led him out of so many of the graces of strength and energy and movement that have marked him all these years? I think I glimpse how we can refuse to rebel against time or bitterly denounce time as the great deceiver. The man with the green canoe has given me that glimpse. He has responded to his rapid and unexpected losses with remarkable serenity, maintaining when I saw him last his characteristic dignity of language, his subtle sense of humour. Yes, he has gone through downs and many lows, but he has shown time leading him out of some graces and into others, into the graces of strong serenity and dignity within the terrifying constrictions of his increasing incapacities and losses, graces neither he nor we ever thought he would need so soon.
His green canoe may never carry him down the rushing salmon-filled rivers. That's not so bad if, as I hear him now, we will continue to hear him singing in his chains like the sea. 
